
Gerund

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It's over my head; I just keep on ____________.1. (wait)waiting

But when Dennis took Mrs. Jeffries down, Polly could not resist
____________ near them.
2.

(stand)standing

But we do not need to know the real origin of our sensation to prevent us
____________ too near the fire.
3.

(go)going

He kept on ____________, half the time with his eyes closed.4. (walk)walking

An iron bar was placed between her legs when she walked about, to
prevent her ____________.
5.

(escape)escaping

Thus I delayed ____________ perhaps too long.6. (write)writing

Either explain the real circumstances to the young lady or her friends-or
without any explanation give up ____________ her.
7.

(see)seeing

Of course, no one wanted to bother ____________ it around.8. (carry)carrying

Though I would carefully avoid ____________ unnecessary offence, yet I
am inclined to believe, that all those who espouse the doctrine of
reconciliation, may be included within the following descriptions.

9.

(give)

giving

It'll save us ____________ in the rain to fetch water.10. (go out)going out

Finally the matter became so obvious that he could not resist
____________ the reason for this delay.
11.

(inquire)inquiring

He, however, prudently resolved to defer ____________ against Hans
and Gretel until some time when Peter should not be present.
12.

(plot)
plotting

It was a thing so evident that I used to avoid ____________ at him,
because his expression was so unpleasant.
13.

(look)
looking

They stood out in front of our place then and kept on ____________.14.
(play)

playing
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It is almost selfish of me to risk ____________ her.15. (wake)waking

Many other things that you would have asked, I did not, being anxious to
avoid ____________ trouble.
16.

(give)giving

If they are made to order, avoid ____________ them too large-three
inches deep by two across will be large enough.
17.

(get)
getting

He had retired very late to rest, and the chamberlain therefore put off
____________ him, especially as he had been troubled by evil dreams, in
spite of his happy frame of mind when he sought his couch.

18.

(wake)
waking

For a moment it seemed that the man contemplated ____________.19.
(leap)

leaping

I shouldn't mind ____________ the few things that remain.20. (give up)giving up
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